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Abstract
The ECG is a primary diagnostic tool in patients suffering from heart disease, underscoring the importance of understanding factors contributing to normal and abnormal electrical patterns. Over the past few decades, transgenic mouse models are increasingly used to study pathophysiological mechanisms of human heart diseases. In order to allow extrapolation of insights gained from murine models to the human condition, knowledge of the similarities and differences between the mouse and human ECG is of crucial importance. In this review, we briefly discuss the physiologic mechanisms underlying differences between the baseline ECG of humans and mice, and provide a framework for understanding how these inherent differences are relevant to the interpretation of the mouse ECG during pathology and to the translation of the results from the mouse to man.
Introduction

In 1895, Einthoven first described the morphology the human electrocardiogram (ECG).\(^1\) Since then, the pattern of ventricular activation of the human heart has been mostly unraveled\(^2\) while the pattern of repolarization is still an area of intense investigation. (Reviewed in\(^3,4\)) It was not for another 83 years that 1968 Goldbarg and colleagues published the first detailed description of the mouse ECG.\(^5\) The activation and repolarization patterns underlying the mouse ECG had initially received little interest, as indicated by the relatively low number publications on this topic during the seventies, eighties and nineties of the last century. However, in the last decade, interest has greatly increased, coinciding with the ability to use the mouse as a model to study cardiac conduction and repolarization abnormalities relevant to human gene mutations.\(^6-9\) Since then, many studies have been conducted to examine the patterns of activation and repolarization in the mouse heart and their relation to the ECG.\(^10-15\) The results of these investigations have revealed different mechanisms underlying the ECG of mice and men. Several of these differences are of crucial importance for interpretation of the mouse ECG and the extrapolation of the results to man.\(^16\)

In this review, we discuss how the relationship between ventricular activation and repolarization differs between humans and mice, and discuss how this manifests as differences on the surface ECG (Figure 1). We also discuss mechanisms underlying several human cardiac pathologies, including the Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome and heart failure, and how they appear on the ECG of relevant murine models. Finally, we briefly elaborate how reentry-based arrhythmias manifest differently in mice and man.

Genesis of the mouse ECG

The action potential in man and mice

The heart rate of mice is on average ten times higher than the heart rate of men.\(^16\) Accordingly, the action potential of a mouse ventricular cardiomyocyte is brief. Furthermore, the action potential is triangular and lacks a distinctive plateau phase featured by the human ventricular action potential. This observation can be explained by the different ionic currents responsible for shaping the action potential in human and mice (reviewed in detail by Nerbonne et al\(^17\)) (Figure 2C). Therefore, changes in specific current densities can have electrophysiological consequences in one species but not in the other. For instance, I\(_{Kr}\) and I\(_{Kr}\) are of crucial importance for repolarization during phase 2 and phase 3 of the action potential in human myocytes\(^18\), as evidenced by the fact that alterations in these currents can give rise to the long QT1 and long QT2 syndrome\(^19\), whereas I\(_{Kr}\) and I\(_{Kr}\) currents are negligible in murine myocytes.\(^20,21\) Other prominent differences lay
in \( I_{Kur} \) (\( I_{K,slow1} \)) and \( I_{to} \). In mice, \( I_{Kur} \) gives rise to the fast initial repolarization phase\(^{22} \) while in human ventricular myocytes this current has not been detected. In addition, the magnitude of \( I_{to} \) is much larger in mice than in human, which makes the study of mutations in genes affecting the \( I_{to} \) current, like \( DPP6 \), difficult to investigate in mice.\(^{23} \) In contrast, \( I_{K1} \) contributes less to repolarization in murine myocytes than in human myocytes.\(^{24} \) These differences should be taken into
account when the electrophysiological effect of a specific ion channel mutation is studied in genetic or pharmacologically manipulated mice, and when comparisons are made with the human condition. In addition, when the comparison is made between the morphology of the action potential and the ECG one needs to realize, of course, that the sequence of activation and repolarization contribute to the genesis of the QRS-complex and the T-wave respectively.\textsuperscript{2,25}

**Figure 2.** The action potentials of isolated human and murine ventricular myocytes in relation to the species-specific patterns on the electrocardiogram. A) A schematic representation of the human (left) and murine (right) ECG. Note that in the mouse the ST-segment is not iso-electric, but instead has a characteristic J wave that represents early repolarization. B) Schematic action potentials representing the myocardium activated earliest (solid line) and latest (dotted line) in human (left) and mouse (right). Note that the murine action potential has a large initial repolarization phase and a plateau phase at a lower membrane potential. Panel C shows a schematic representation of the different currents underlying the action potential in human (left) and mice (right). (Modified from Nerbonne & Kass, 2005) (This figure is inspired by (Salama & London, 2007)).
Morphology of the mouse ECG

In human the standard six lead ECG is recorded from the right arm (R), left arm (L) and the left leg (F). In mice these electrodes are usually connected to the left and right armpit and the left groin. From these recordings lead I, II, III and the augmented R, L and F can be calculated (Figure 1 C). The P wave in mice represents atrial activation and has a similar morphology as the P wave in human (Figure 1D). In man the PR segment is non-isoelectric and may represent atrial repolarization.26,27 In some cases the P wave in mice is followed by a small negative deflection and others have proposed that this deflection represents atrial repolarization. We think that the negative deflection occurs when the atria are not positioned in the middle of lead L and R (own observation). However, experiments are required to clarify what this negative deflection in mice represents.

The difference in ventricular action potential shape between the human and mouse I has major consequences for the morphology of the ECG (Figure 2). The most prominent difference between the human and the mouse ECG is the presence of a J wave and the absence of an isoelectric ST-segment in the mice.14,15 A commonly used criterium for the end of the QRS complex in mice is the moment where the S wave intersects the iso-electric line. By definition, this moment also marks the onset of the J wave that ends at the transition to the negative T-wave. The T wave, in mice ends when it returns to the isolectric line. It is a matter of debate whether the tangent method should be applied for the measurement of the end of the T-wave.

Idiosyncrasies of ventricular activation and the QRS complex in mice

The onset of ventricular activation occurs at the top of the ventricular septum in mice

In 1970, Durrer et al. reconstructed the activation pattern of the human heart.2 The description was of major importance for understanding the morphology of the QRS complex across the various ECG leads. They showed that initial ventricular activation was on the left side of the ventricular septum and corresponded with the Q wave in lead I, II, aVL, V5 and V6 on the ECG (and the R-waves in leads III, aVF, aVR, V1, V2, V3 and V4). Contrary to man, the ventricular myocardium at the top of the septum in mice is in direct contact with the His bundle due, at least in part, to less fibrous insulation.28 Consequently, the onset of ventricular activation occurs at the top of the septum.28 As a result the electrical vector during the onset of the QRS complex is directed towards the apical region of the heart.14 Therefore, malformation of the ventricular conduction system in genetically modified murine models would be expected to manifest differently on the ECG. Specifically, one might expect that conduction block in both the left and the right bundle would
result in delayed ventricular activation in man, but may not produce a similar effect in mice.

The end of the QRS complex in mice?
The morphology of the QRS complex is different in mice compared to most other mammals. The most prominent singularity is that the S wave is immediately followed by a J wave (or R’). The end of the J wave has been often used to signify the end of the QRS complex. However, as early as 1968, Goldbarg promoted the idea that the J wave represents repolarization and should not be included in the measurement of the duration of the QRS complex. If one includes the J wave into the calculation of QRS duration, this results in a variability of up to 30 ms across leads. However, if the J wave is excluded and the end of the QRS complex is determined by the point where the S wave intersects with the isoelectric line, QRS duration can still vary anywhere between 9-17 ms across leads. We recently showed that the last moment of murine ventricular activation, as determined by epicardial optical mapping technique, coincides with the end of the QRS complex in lead III and aVF. We propose, therefore, that the end of the QRS complex can best be determined in lead III or aVF, and that the inclusion of the J-wave would overestimate total ventricular activation time due to early repolarization (discussed further below).

QRS duration is not an accurate measure for ventricular conduction velocity
In humans, slow conduction in the ventricle leads to prolongation of the QRS duration and is a risk factor for ventricular fibrillation. However, a prolonged QRS duration is not always the result of slow conduction and can also represent an increase in myocardial mass in combination with normal or even increased conduction velocity (for example, as a result of cardiac hypertrophy). The major determinant for ventricular conduction velocity is the cardiac sodium current, $I_{Na}$, which is carried by channels encoded by $Scn5a$ (sodium channel, voltage-gated, type V, α). Since mutations in $Scn5a$ are associated with several diseases of conduction in humans, various transgenic mouse models with mutations in the $Scn5a$ gene have been generated. In these mouse models, ventricular conduction is slowed and QRS duration is slightly prolonged. We recently showed that when ventricular conduction is slowed, the murine QRS complex ends before ventricular activation is completed. This is due, at least in part, to effects of early repolarization, as discussed further below (Figure 3A/B). In this scenario, the QRS duration underestimates the total activation time of the heart. Therefore, for the study of ventricular conduction in mice, a pseudo ECG and (optical or electrical) total ventricular mapping (during sinus rhythm) should be used to validate electrocardiographic criteria used for analysis in this specific mouse model.
Figure 3. The QRS complex is not a good measure of total ventricular activation time in mice. A) During normal cardiac activation sequence the end of ventricular activation corresponds to the end of the QRS complex in aVF. B) When conduction in the myocardium is slow then the QRS complex (red star) ends before final ventricular activation (blue star). First LV and Last RV represent optical signals from the epicardial regions denoted in the reconstructed activation patterns. C) A simulated action potential with (black), and without (red), early repolarization. D) A calculated ECG based on action potentials simulated with, and without, early repolarization as shown in panel C. Note that altering early repolarization can change QRS duration even when ventricular conduction is not altered. (Modified from (Boukens et al., 2013)).

Prolonged early repolarization may increase QRS duration
In humans, ventricular activation and repolarization are separated by an iso-electric ST segment due to the plateau phase of the ventricular action potential. During the plateau phase, no extracellular current flows and this is reflected as the absence of voltage changes on the body surface. Phase 1 repolarization of the action
potential in humans and other large mammals (like dogs) is merely transient and accounts for only a small change in transmembrane potential (Figure 2, arrow). In mice, however, phase 1 is more prominent and the plateau potential is more negative than in humans (Figure 2, arrow). Thus, the upstroke of the murine action potential is immediately followed by a fast downstroke (phase 1, early repolarization) and creates a large negative vector that partly counterbalances the positive vector generated during activation. As a result, significant repolarization already occurs before ventricular activation has completed.\textsuperscript{14,36} Therefore, in mice, the QRS complex is comprised not only of ventricular activation, but also early repolarization.\textsuperscript{14} Of importance, these two vectors are directed in opposite directions leading to annihilation in some ECG leads.\textsuperscript{14} This is important because prolongation of action potential duration at 20\% of repolarization by 10 or 20\% can reduce the negative vector and result in less counterbalancing of the activation vector. We have addressed this problem by using computer model incorporating the human ventricular action potential morphology allowing us to calculate the body surface ECG (ECGSIM\textsuperscript{37}). We only adjusted the shape (but not the duration) of the underlying action potential. The model showed that the QRS duration prolongs when the plateau phase is set to a less negative potential (Figure 3C/D).\textsuperscript{14} This indicates that in mice a reduced initial phase 1 repolarization, for example by APD10/20 prolongation, can lead to QRS prolongation, even when conduction is not altered.

\textit{Left bundle branch block does not increase total ventricular activation time in mice}

In the human heart, on average the last moment of activation occurs at the same moment in the left and right ventricular base.\textsuperscript{2} In contrast, in mice the total activation time of the left ventricle is shorter than that of the right ventricle\textsuperscript{14}, most likely due to a more developed His-Purkinje system in the left ventricular myocardium when compared with the right ventricular myocardium.\textsuperscript{38} Because of this inequality, delayed left ventricular activation does not lead to a linearly related increase in QRS duration calculated from the mouse ECG.\textsuperscript{14} This is important when interpreting studies where a (transgenic) mouse model is used to investigate the bundle branches or Purkinje fibers.\textsuperscript{38,39} In these situations, mapping of the left and right ventricular activation patterns may unmask bundle branch block that is undetected by electrocardiography.

\textbf{The T wave}

\textit{The end of the T-wave}

The T-wave represents heterogeneity in repolarization throughout the heart.\textsuperscript{25} In mice, heterogeneity mainly occurs between the right and left ventricular myocardium.\textsuperscript{14} This leads to an electrical vector directed from the left to the right,
giving rise to a positive T-wave in aVR and a negative T wave in I, II and aVL (Figure 1E). The amplitude of the T-wave is relatively small in mice due to the absence of a plateau phase in the action potential, which has raised the concern that the mouse T-wave is not a good representation of repolarization. However, a recent study showed that APD at 90% of repolarization coincides well with the end of the ‘J’ wave (the authors describe this as an entirely positive T wave) when the T wave is absent or to the maximum negative amplitude of the T wave. Others have shown that the end of ventricular repolarization as determined by optical mapping techniques coincides with the end of the T-wave on ECG, which is most accurately determined using the tangent method. Taken together, the end of the T wave in mice, despite its low amplitude, is a good measure of the end of ventricular repolarization.

**QT-interval correction for heart rate during anesthesia**

In mice, as in humans, the action potential and QT interval shortens when heart rate increases. To compare QT intervals measured from different heart rates, Bazett’s formula can be used with an adjustment in mice: \(QT/\sqrt{RR/100}\). However, it has recently been shown using this formula that the QT interval is not adequately corrected with variable heart rates during anesthesia with isoflurane (Figure 4A), since plotting QTc against RR does not yield a horizontal line. Using the modified Bazett’s formula in this situation will lead to an underestimation of the QT interval and introduces a systematic measurement error. Thus, when the mouse is used for the studying repolarization diseases like the Long QT syndrome, care should be taken with heart rate correction for QT intervals. In that situation the QT interval, and not the QTc interval, might give sufficient insight into ventricular repolarization. Alternatively, a disease specific correction formula should be used.

**The ECG in mouse models of disease**

*Acute Myocardial Ischemia is reflected by S amplitude reduction, and not ST elevation, in mice*

Acute myocardial ischemia in man is diagnosed by an ST segment elevation. The underlying basis for ST segment elevation is caused by 1) a diastolic current that flows from the ischemic myocardium to the healthy myocardium causing depression of the TQ segment, represented as ST-segment elevation on the ECG when measured with common amplified-current (AC) acquisition systems, and 2) a shortening of the action potential duration and amplitude in the ischemic myocardium resulting in a systolic current that flows from the healthy myocardium to the ischemic myocardium. In mice, similar changes occur on the cellular level during ischemia when compared with larger mammals. The resting membrane
potential depolarizes, APD$_{10}$ and APD$_{20}$ prolong, whereas APD$_{90}$ shortens.$^{47}$ However, despite similar local electrical events, the overall changes on the body surface ECG differ between mice and man. As we mentioned above, in the mouse ECG the S wave is directly followed by a J wave that transfers into a negative T-wave. It, therefore, renders the term ‘ST-segment elevation’ equivocal. During acute myocardial ischemia in mice the S wave amplitude decreases in amplitude and is directly followed by abnormal J and an inversed T wave ECG (Figure 4B).$^{48,49}$

In man, the majority of myocardial infarctions involve less than 30% of the left ventricular mass.$^{50}$ In experimental models, ischemia is usually generated by occlusion of the left anterior descending artery (LAD). This leads to an average infarct size of approximately 25% of the left ventricular mass in large animal models, comparable to that of humans.$^{51,52}$ In mice, however, the average size of the ischemic myocardium is much larger and represents up to 50% of the left ventricular mass.$^{53-56}$ This discrepancy can have major effects on the mechanism of arrhythmias. On one hand, the injury current is expected to be relatively larger in mice compared with human. On the other hand, if the inexcitable ischemic myocardial mass is too substantial, the remaining healthy myocardium may not be large enough to support a reentrant pathway, which is a common mechanism for post-infarction ventricular arrhythmias in humans.

In murine heart failure models, the mechanisms of the ECG changes are not fully understood
The loss of myocardial tissue after an infarction can lead to heart failure. In man, the ECG during heart failure is characterized by an increased QRS duration and QT interval and the appearance of T wave inversion. These changes are caused by action potential prolongation and slower upstroke velocity, but may also be generated by the underlying cause of heart failure (for example, by the presence of infarcted tissue leading to delayed activation).$^{57}$ In both mice and man, the ventricular action potential prolongs during heart failure.$^{58}$ In mice, like in human, the cellular electrophysiological remodeling manifests as QT prolongation and T-wave inversion on the ECG (Figure 4C).$^{15,59}$ Although in human the QRS duration remains a good measure for total ventricular activation time, in mice, the abnormal morphology of the J wave in heart failure makes it difficult to monitor conduction using the ECG. In contrast, the QT still relates to the end of ventricular repolarization during heart failure.$^{15}$
The resemblance of the mouse ECG with a Brugada-like pattern bears no pathophysiologic correlation

The Brugada syndrome is a cardiac pathology characterized by right precordial ST-segment elevation (J wave) followed by a negative T-wave, and patients with this syndrome have a high incidence of ventricular fibrillation. The mouse ECG bears a resemblance to the ECG of patients with the Brugada syndrome. For this reason, mice have been proposed as a suitable model for the study of the Brugada syndrome.
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syndrome. In mice, the J wave results from heterogeneities in early repolarization, and the T-wave is the result of a repolarization vector that is directed from the left ventricle to the right ventricle. The mechanism underlying J point elevation in patients with the Brugada syndrome is debated, but is most likely the result of conduction delay or block due to the presence of subtle structural abnormalities. Therefore, we emphasize that the presence of similarities in ECG characteristic do not merit using the mouse as a model for the Brugada syndrome.

Mice as a model to study repolarization disease

One of the most common repolarization diseases is the long QT syndrome represented on the ECG of patients by long QT intervals (QT>450ms). These patients experience syncope and sudden cardiac death due to Torsade de pointes arrhythmias. The congenital long QT syndrome is characterized by mutations in genes encoding proteins that carry the major repolarizing K+ currents (reviewed in). A variety of mouse models have been generated to study the effect of these mutations on electrophysiology, which has contributed to our understanding of the disease (Reviewed in). However, extrapolation of findings in mice to human should be done with care. As described earlier, the set of ion currents that underlie repolarization in mice is different from human (Figure 2A). As a consequence, a mutation affecting e.g. I_Ks will not alter murine repolarization whereas it leads to long QT syndrome in human. Furthermore, the mechanism underlying Torsade de pointes arrhythmias may involve both focal activities and re-entry. Multiple re-entrant wavelets manifest dissimilarly in human and mice due to the difference in size of the heart and different refractory periods. This hampers investigation of the relation between a genetic mutation and the mechanism of arrhythmias in long QT patients.

Another cardiac pathology considered to be a repolarization disease is the “early repolarization” syndrome. In this syndrome patients show QRS slurring or notching in the inferior or lateral leads. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon is unknown and may locally increase phase 1 repolarization or locally delay ventricular activation. These hypotheses are difficult to investigate in mice because 1) the action potential of the mouse already has a large phase 1 repolarization and 2) in mice early repolarization obscures the end of the QRS complex.

Arrhythmias that manifest differently in mice and man

Many mouse models of WPW do not have delta waves

The Wolff-Parkinson-Syndrome is characterized by ventricular preexcitation, palpitations, and AV reentrant tachycardia. The characteristic ECG pattern in
WPW syndrome is a short PR interval, a wide QRS complex, and the presence of a delta wave due fusion beats resulting from activation of the ventricular myocardium by an accessory pathway (usually at the LV base) as well as conduction through the AV node/His bundle (Figure 5A/B). In mice, AV delay (~35 ms) is relatively long in comparison with the total activation time of the ventricles via an accessory pathway (~15-20 ms). Therefore, in mouse models with preexcitation, it is possible to completely activate the ventricles via the accessory pathway before the impulse exits the normal AV conduction system (Figure 5B). To demonstrate this point, we have compared the PS interval of 6 mouse models with preexcitation with the PR interval of their controls and found that the PS time was significantly shorter in preexcited mice than the PR interval in the corresponding control cohorts (25.6±4.7 ms vs 37.5±1.0 ms, respectively, p<0.05) (Figure 5C). This means that the QRS complex in the mutant mice ends before the start of the QRS complex in control mice, indicating that with preexcitation, even if AV delay is not also prolonged (as is often the case in this syndrome), the entire ventricle can be completely activated via an accessory pathway (Figure 5E). This is completely different than what is observed in patients with WPW.

Sustained atrioventricular reentry (circus movement tachycardia) is difficult to provoke in mice

In 1913, Mines first suggested that an accessory connection between the atrium and the ventricle could generate a pathway for atrioventricular reentry and might explain the tachycardia seen in WPW patients. In order to sustain a reentrant pathway that includes the AV node, the total conduction time of the reentrant circuit (conduction over the accessory pathway, through the AV node and ventricle) must be longer than the refractory period of the AV node. In patients with WPW, reentrant circuits can easily be established because the refractory period of the AV node (~300 ms) is relatively short in comparison to the cycle length of the tachycardia (150 bpm = 400 ms interval). For example: in humans, total ventricular activation time is ~100 ms, and conduction delay through the AV node varies between 150 and 200 ms. An added conduction time through the accessory pathway longer than ~40-60 ms (as clinically observed) would in some cases exceed the refractory period of the AV node (200+100+60 ms compared to 300 in man), would allow for reexcitation of the AV node, thereby supporting a reentrant tachycardia (Figure 5E). In most mouse models of ventricular preexcitation, atrioventricular reentrant tachycardias are more difficult to provoke likely due, at least in part, to the relatively long refractory period of the AV node (~65 ms). The sum of the total ventricular activation time (~10 ms), AV delay (35 ms) and conduction through a typical accessory pathway (5-10 ms) is
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Figure 5. Preexcitation and atrioventricular tachycardia in the mouse heart. A) An ECG recorded from wildtype (upper) and a aMyh6-cre;Tbx2fl/fl mice (lower) showing ventricular preexcitation. B) The reconstructed activation pattern from a sinus beat recorded from a aMyh6-cre;Tbx2fl/fl mice. Note that the ventricle is completely activated via the accessory pathway and that no collision of two waves can be detected. C) A bar graph showing the average PR interval of control mice and the average PS interval in mice models with preexcitation. (Arad et al., 2003; Gaussin et al., 2005; Sidhu et al., 2005; Davies et al., 2006; Wolf et al., 2008; Aanhaanen et al., 2011) Note that the QRS complex the mutant mice ends before the start of the QRS complex in the control mice. D) A schematic representation of venricular activation during preexcitation in mice. E) A schematic representation of atrioventricular reentry tachycardia in human and atrial echo beat in mice. (Modified from (Aanhaanen et al., 2011) and (Durrer et al., 1967)).
shorter than the AV node refractory period (10+35+10 compared to 65 ms). Therefore, in general, premature ventricular stimulation in mouse models of preexcitation induces only a single atrial echo beat in mice (Figure 5F). However, when AV conduction is sufficiently prolonged or AV nodal refractoriness is shortened, atrioventricular reentry tachycardia can be sporadically provoked.

Why are mice less susceptible to reentrant arrhythmias than humans?

Functional reentry does not require an anatomical obstacle, but rather depends on the length of the path and size of the tissue. The length of the path, or wavelength, is the mathematical product of the refractory period and conduction velocity. It has been suggested that the mouse heart may not be large enough to support a reentrant pathway, however, very slow conduction in the vicinity of the center of a rotor would allow reentry to take place over a small area (and reviewed in ). Indeed, many studies have demonstrated reentrant-based arrhythmias in mice (Figure 6). However, in healthy large animals (including pig and dog), as well as humans, reentry can always be induced by burst pacing with multiple ventricular premature stimuli. In mice, however, reentry can only be induced in a small fraction of healthy hearts via this method, and episodes of ventricular fibrillation usually have a short duration and terminate spontaneously. This is true for atrial arrhythmias as well. Mutations that cause atrial fibrillation in human will often only lead to atrial tachycardia in mice. In general, the small tissue mass most likely explains the difficulty of inducing ventricular or atrial arrhythmias in the mouse heart.

![Figure 6. Reentry in the mouse heart. A) Reconstructed activation pattern in which one activation front activates the same area for the second time (B). Isolated action potentials corresponding to the area that the letter indicates in panel A (our own observations.).](image)
Conclusion

The mouse is the most widely used experimental animal in cardiovascular research, due at least in part to the ease of modifying its genome. The use of genetically modified murine models to study human cardiac conduction and complex human arrhythmias should be practised with care, and particular attention should be paid to the intrinsic species-specific differences that influence arrhythmogenesis.
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